Introduction.
Two matrix methods of summability which have been the object of much recent research are the Euler matrix, E(r) = ia"k), and the Taylor matrix, P(r) = (&"*). The elements of these matrices are defined by R. P. Agnew [l] has studied the matrix 7i(r") which is obtained from the £(r) matrix by replacing the parameter r by a parameter r" which is dependent on «. This matrix has also been studied by WuytsTorfs [4] , [5] . It is natural to form the matrix P(rn) from the T(r) matrix in a similar manner. The elements cnk of the Tirn) matrix are then defined by Cnk 0 ik < n), (*)rni-r.r (**«)• In §2 we determine necessary and sufficient conditions on rn in order that P(rn) be regular. In §3 we determine sufficient conditions on r" which insure that r(f")3r(r), i.e., which insure that each sequence which is summable P(r) is summable Tirn) to the same value. (/>n -¿n) = knil + 2£" COS (fin + />"), so that pnikl -1) -2k\ cos <*>" + 2kn = 0, which reduces to (2.5).
For fixed « this is the equation of a limaçon with two branches through the point z= 1. Since \rn\ <1, in order that F(r") be regular, it is clear that r" must lie in the inner loop 7" of Ln. This proves the theorem.
It is useful to note that the sequence of regions 7" approaches the interval [O, 1) as «-»00. To see this we notice that pn = 2kn/iknJrl) when 0" = O, and that this quantity tends to 1 as «->«>. It is an exercise in elementary calculus to prove that the maximum height of the boundary of 7" above the x-axis tends to 0 as «-> °o.
We may note also that, in particular, P(r") is regular if 0^rn<l (re = 0, 1, • • ■ )■ Furthermore, if rn = r, a constant (« = 0, 1, • • • ), then P(r") = P(r) is regular if and only if 0 ¿r < 1. This is the known necessary and sufficient condition that P(r) be regular [2] .
The relation Tirn)Z)Tir).
Let {s¡} be a sequence which is P(r)-summable to 5, where rr*l. Let {uk\ denote the P(r)-transform of the sequence {sí} and let {tk} denote the F(r")-transform of the same sequence. It is known [2] that if rw*l, the 7(r) matrix has the inverse Tip) where p -r/ir-1). We therefore have Consequently, if (3.1) holds we have
where *n = r"+£ -»""£ = (r -rn)/(r -1). It is clear that {/"} will converge to s, and hence T(rn)1)T(r), if the matrix T(x") is regular. This will be true if the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied for T(xn). We have therefore the result: where M is a constant independent of n.
We may note that if r" = r2 = constant (w = 0, 1, • • • ), then (3.2) and (3.3) hold if and only if (3.4) |l -r,\ = |l-r| -|r,-r|.
